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IAVM and VMA Partnership

VMA Members Receive Most Benefits of IAVM Membership
 CVE Certification
 VMS Instructor and Student Exchange between VMA and IAVM
 100’s of Webinars
 IAVM committee appointments
 VP Magazine
 Weekly Newsletter
 IAVM Website and all of it’s resources  IAVM.org
 VenueNet



US, Canada and Mexico Experience
Strategic business development is the next best competitive advantage in our 
industry

Average of 73% of IAVM venue’s staff were furloughed and or laid off

The latest data showed that the overall US labor economy is nearly back to 2019 
levels with less than 1% of jobs still lost, but L&H remains 8.5% or 1.4 million jobs 
below 2019 levels.

For the first time since the start of the pandemic, there were more jobs still lost in 
Leisure & Hospitality than in the entire economy and the overall private sector.



US, Canada and Mexico Experience
Continued rise in mergers and acquisitions

Historic Culture has changed in many diverse ways

Growth in number of outdoor festivals  

Concerts, Performances, Fairs and Sports are in high demand for attendance

Business Face-to-Face meetings, exhibitions and conferences are mixed for 
attendance



US, Canada and Mexico Experience
GWCC, OCCC  and LVCC all set records with early openings 

MODEX and World of Concrete

Arenas - Climate Change Arena, Moody, USB, 

CCs- New Orleans, Dallas, Fort Worth, Ft Lauderdale, Cincinnati, Denver, Cleveland, 
Austin and more

Diversity and Equity is gaining momentum as well as Sustainability

New Technologies

New Dining Options at our venues

-



US, Canada and Mexico Experience
More than 1/3 of planners and 3 out of 10 suppliers say they are 
anxious or burned out.

Work/life balance is the biggest source of burnout for planners and 
suppliers alike.

Four out of 10 planners said they have added content related to 
workplace mental health and work/life balance to their educational 
program and have changed the design of their in-person event to 
add more wellness elements.

Staff has been called upon to do more for the same compensation. 



US, Canada and Mexico Experience
For Labor Needs, underscoring the need for a significant effort to 
reexamine jobs in our industry and compel job seekers to consider a 
career in the live event industry.

#1 challenge for IAVM venues is finding people to fill open 
positions

Life/work balance
Professionals that left the industry
Many working for suppliers and manufacturers



Something to Know about Corporations

Fortune’s annual survey of Fortune 500 CEOs is out this morning, and 
shows they have become a dour lot. Seventy-five percent expect a 
recession this year or next. On average, they also expect inflation to 
remain (slightly) over 5% next year. Inflation, recession and talent 
shortages get roughly equal billing as the three greatest threats they 
face—ranking above geopolitics, cybersecurity, the pandemic and 
climate.

https://links.newsletter.fortune.com/u/click?_t=5c2d888702774d17aa3d0350287b6d73&_m=a0263d8d8ea44423839975bfa9c74a4b&_e=_zW4_ki1BpekXXoWZI160f-tR3BMrqlXtChYc9klpWFzILMNZ-tBcoxTwq1FP8-JovYTuHrUKsF61etQSanMdaz_e0tK22qZxIy4iBzK_94XImfrBnhrFhlpDcU59bJ9uZv0GctKHqJiHWupK_fNjAaHEbyfbw4984V1RRpUqEPQBfGIBVSDEPLLHuwKBrXvUDhjHvdzNdVV1pKvxpAY6gmPpOmukgoFMZEYy6AMBD4jkGfW7ahKlQ4GaPGC9dh0EJEFZFwZjp3Nd1u2MHSHWejAo88aMd3RMem_gBv103zvV45PUn99h8NWl-53l2fdqFw6sYArgA5ALMcMEfYjzMC_3nS26W98X4D6c6r2WC1zsX2BDqc24c1H2yHkr2AOzVuUYgDYJXEMaB4APwhgiLjVrK3gZTPxhaX9pIESGySOzcrzvEb6i_y-O2MPFb-hJmVWWH32ZWJsbKk-N8JSmAmybQfPa04KYpW_oshqte4wlubOO4bXrWWzU6O2Nw6wfyuZ68g-xCwm8CLOqOV4Sw%3D%3D


US, Canada and Mexico Experience
For the First Time Since the Pandemic, Leisure and Business Flights Surpass 2019 
Levels

After analyzing 37 global markets, Mastercard Economics Institute’s third annual 
travel report found that cross-border travel reached pre-pandemic levels as of 
March — a significant milestone for a travel industry that has been dominated by 
domestic travel since 2020.

US vs Australia Travel Restrictions:
Australia – Complying with Electronic Visa
US – Negative Covid Test within 24 hours of Scheduled Flight

Delta CEO Ed Bastian was on hand. He reported demand for air travel today is 
greater than it was pre-pandemic levels, and the industry, as a whole, is 
desperately trying to catch up. (Staffing and Resources)

Fortune

https://go.pcma.org/e/589013/n-news-junkie-utm-term-organic/718218i/478913125?h=5YkaEw-PoBaXwhCNOgfM5vXyy3KHDqXiehN6SiW65DU


North American Perspective

Needless to say, those who embraced the challenge have come out of the 
pandemic on top! Those who did not adapt, have less success than those who 
pivoted and made changes to their normal vision and implementation.

Questions
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About the Survey

• January 2022 tracker survey
• Target audience: executives with oversight of US-B2B exhibitions
• 199 responded of which 127 qualified and completed the survey
• Thanks to organizations below that provided sample

www.ceir.
org

http://www.ceir.org/


www.ceir.
org

Impact on 2022 B2B  
Exhibition Schedule

http://www.ceir.org/


www.ceir.
org

persistence of ‘no travel’ corporate policies 
and fear that

21%

24%

38%

45%

59%

72%

72%

52%

38%

46%

52%

71%

69%

41%

23%

40%

67%

83%

58%

32%
38%

33%

38%

65%

75%

Impact of participation among international attendees and
exhibitors**

Many participants have to fly in to event

Likely to be a major financial loss if event(s) took place

Concern over delivering ROI to exhibitors

Potential participant fear that might depress attendance

might depress attendance.
Corporate 'no travel' policies impacting attendee and exhibitor  

participation

Uncertainty on whether large gatherings/group meetings would be  
allowed due to state/local lockdown order(s)

January 2021 Survey May 2021 Survey October 2021 Survey2 January 2022 Survey*

*Question posed to organizers that canceled OR postponed in January 2022 survey, prior tracker surveys posed  
the question to those that canceled event(s)only.
**New answer option in January 2022 survey

http://www.ceir.org/


B2B exhibition cancellation rate continues to
decline
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Impact of COVID on attendance weighs more heavily
in the decision to cancel or postpone than impact on
exhibitor participation.

Impact on Attendance - Somewhat/Very Important

69
%

Impact on Exhibitors - Somewhat/Very Important

55
%



www.ceir.
org

To date, impact on 2022 portfolios is less 
than in 2021.

52%
57%

66%

59%

73%

58%

51%

32%

% of Portfolio Canceled

Jan-21

% of Portfolio Postponed

May-21 Oct-21 Jan-22

Extent of Impact on 2022 Event Portfolio
Average Gross Revenue 

Loss Due  to 
Postponements/Cancell

ations  On a Per 
Organizer Basis

47
%

January  
2021

50
%

May
2021

54
%

October  
2021

31
%

January  
2022

http://www.ceir.org/


Events are set to happen countrywide in 2022.

Florida  
29%

California  
17%

Texas
24%

Nevada  
26%

10%Colorado  
4%

Georgia
9%

Tennessee  
8%

Arizona  
7%

Massachusetts  
2%

Maryland  
5%

Ohio  
1%

New York  
9%

Pennsylvania  
6%

Michigan  
6%

New Jersey
1%

Washington  
2%

Minnesota
2%

Louisiana  
2%

New Mexico  
1%

North Carolina  
3%

South Carolina
2%

Missouri  
3%

Alaska  
1%

Hawaii  
1%

Illinois
Indiana3%

Kentucky
3%

Iowa  
1%

Kansas
1%

South Dakota  
1%

Virginia
1%

Regional
Scope
Participation

 National, 64%
 International, 63%
 Regional/multi-state, 28%
 Local/state, 21%

Washington, DC 4%



Hybrid Model though a majority 
will integrate digital, there  are 
shifts in how. More choose to do
nothing.

49%

37%

9%
14%

9%

18%

53%

29%

4% 5%

18%

40%

HAVE 1+ DIGITAL  
OPTIONS FOR LIVE, IN-

PERSON EVENT

Attendees can  
participate virtually or  

in-person

Already had a hybrid
model pre-COVID-19 a virtual event at a later  

time, following the live  
event

Will offer/have offered HAVE NONE, PHYSICAL
EVENT ONLY

Have a virtual event  
back-up to deploy in  

case unable to hold in-
person

Oct-21 Jan-22

www.ceir.
org

http://www.ceir.org/


Exhibitor brand/product
promotions/demos - 14%
On-demand pre-event  
keynotes/presentations - 13%
Sponsor brand/product demos, 12%  
Access to virtual exhibit booths - 12%
Live pre-event keynotes/presentations -
10%

Pre-Show –
31% vs. 42%

During Show –
40% vs. 50%

Live streaming of general sessions - 23%
On-demand/delayed access to education sessions -
21%
On-demand/delayed access to general sessions -
19%
Live streaming of education sessions - 17%  
Ability to participate, live, in session Q&A - 14%
Access to virtual exhibit booths - 11%
Ability to participate, live in networking/special  
activity participation - 8%
Live virtual host - 6%

Post-Show –
46% vs. 55%

On-demand access to education sessions - 37%  
On-demand access to general sessions - 25%  
Exhibitor brand/product promotions/demos - 16%  
Access to virtual exhibit booths - 14%
Sponsor, brand/product promotions/demos – 11%
Simulive Best of or Recast of Event Highlights - 10%
On-demand access to networking/special activity
recordings - 8%
Live Q&A following recorded session - 4%
Live virtual host - 4%

Live keynotes - 4%

None,  
physical  

event only  
40%

www.ceir.
org

      
digitally though
there’s pullback compared to October 2021.

Digital Content for Events Postponed, Scheduled as Is or Happened

http://www.ceir.org/


Participant Requirements for Postponed, Scheduled as Is or Events that Have Happened

Imposing  
Requirements, 87%

None, 7%

Face mask on show floor 47%

Face mask at all indoor, off show floor activities 45%

Accept health risk waiver whenregistering 49%

Show proof of vaccination 45%

Adhere to physical distancing guidelines while at theshow 25%

Answer a daily, short health-check survey via app, email or other
way

9%

Show proof of a negative testresult 23%

Temperature check 5%

Take a COVID test on-premise 3%

Wear a face mask at all outdoor show activities 2%

Safety requirements still a major focus for 2022.



Despite fewer attendees and 
exhibitors, only a  minority report 
satisfaction is lower than in 2019.

Attendee Satisfaction in 2022 
Compared to 2019

14% 29% 36%

Lower Same Higher

Exhibitor Satisfaction in 2022 
Compared to 2019

29% 7% 43%

Lower Same Higher



Lessons Learned at January 2022 Events

Challenges

• COVID mandates
• Keeping pace with changes in

requirements
• Enforcing compliance, pushback
• Logistics with sick staff, participants

• Late cancellations
• Communicating expectations

Successes

• Running the event!
• Attendance quality
• Exceeding revenue goal
• Managing expectations, “95% of  

exhibitors said event was better than  
expected”



Lessons Learned, Business Approach Adjustments Moving Forward
Safety First, 17%

• Following local/CDC
guidelines for the event

• Focus on safety, health of
all - participants, vendors,
staff

• Apply logical health
measures and move
forward

• Still work in separate  
offices/come in to work  
when necessary only

• Clear messaging in  
marketing and attendee  
communications that we  
are following CDC and  
venue guidelines

• Requiring proof of  
vaccination - for all/for  
vendors

• Staff must be vaccinated
in general/or to travel for
work

Be Agile, Flexible, 9%

• Be agile/flexible/nimble
• Understand how is aptto  

attend (their return to  
work directives)/work  
policies impacting ability  
to attend

• Listen to exhibitors to  
understand theirneeds

• Contingencies for
everything

• Adjusted booth space  
deposit timelines

• Additional options for  
international participation

• Adjusted attendee
registration fees

• Exhibitor contracts  
adjusted in case have to  
cancel

• Outgoing contracts  
adjusted in case have to  
cancel

Digital Lessons, 8%

• Shifting to digital/adding  
digital options (e.g.  
education)/increased  
digital products

• Price virtual components  
carefully, price higher/not  
enticing

• Hybrid event in general/or
offered at different time

• Add limited virtual  
components to in-person  
event

• All virtual now
• May stay virtual only  

forever
• Plan for successful in-

person event, thoughbe  
prepared to go virtual, if  
needed

• Held successful virtual  
events in 2020/2021

• Plan to go back to in-
person but can pivot back  
to virtual if needed

• Scaling back on virtual  
offerings

Timing Re-entry in  
Uncertain Times,7%

• Observe pent-up demand  
to come back to f2f  
events/people want to get  
back together

• Waiting to run an event  
until 2023

• Timing of event appears to
be between COVID spikes,
lucky for us (October)

• Anticipate lower  
attendance

• Unclear where everything  
will be by midyear

• Participant fear of  
Omicron stopped our  
event in its tracks

• Difficult to change  
attendee/exhibitor  
perceptions when cannot  
control the message

• We are going forward as  
planned

• Hope to add more events
in Q4

Revenue/Budget, 6%

• Lowered revenue budget
for 2022

• Conservative management  
of funds

• Lowered spendingfor  
2022 events

• Diversify revenue
• Leveraging partnershipto  

expand revenue  
opportunities

• Hoping to survive
• Minimize supplier costs  

for event and  
exhibitors/avoid long-term  
supplier contracts

• Eliminated some
association programs

• Grouping smaller events  
together to gain  
economics of larger events

www.ceir.
org

http://www.ceir.org/


Tourism Builds Thriving Communities

Source: Tourism Economics



Case Study
San Diego Travel Industry

Pre COVID



San Diego Travel Industry
Post COVID



Travel Confidence at Post-Pandemic High



Total Visitors

Visitorship has begun to normalize at the 
start of 2022, lead primarily by stronger day 
visitation from Southern California and a 
robust hotel/motel market.

Attraction attendance normalized in October 
2021 and has been holding steady since that 
month.



Travel Forecast as of February 2022



Travel Forecast as of February 2022



Questions

34



About the Survey

• January 2022 tracker survey
• Target audience: executives with oversight of US-B2B exhibitions
• 199 responded of which 127 qualified and completed the survey
• Thanks to organizations below that provided sample

www.ceir.
org

http://www.ceir.org/
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Impact on 2022 B2B  
Exhibition Schedule

http://www.ceir.org/
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persistence of ‘no travel’ corporate policies 
and fear that

21%

24%

38%

45%

59%
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52%
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41%
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40%
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58%

32%
38%

33%

38%

65%
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Impact of participation among international attendees and
exhibitors**

Many participants have to fly in to event

Likely to be a major financial loss if event(s) took place

Concern over delivering ROI to exhibitors

Potential participant fear that might depress attendance

might depress attendance.
Corporate 'no travel' policies impacting attendee and exhibitor  

participation

Uncertainty on whether large gatherings/group meetings would be  
allowed due to state/local lockdown order(s)

January 2021 Survey May 2021 Survey October 2021 Survey2 January 2022 Survey*

*Question posed to organizers that canceled OR postponed in January 2022 survey, prior tracker surveys posed  
the question to those that canceled event(s)only.
**New answer option in January 2022 survey

http://www.ceir.org/


B2B exhibition cancellation rate continues to
decline
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Impact of COVID on attendance weighs more heavily
in the decision to cancel or postpone than impact on
exhibitor participation.

Impact on Attendance - Somewhat/Very Important

69
%

Impact on Exhibitors - Somewhat/Very Important

55
%



www.ceir.
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To date, impact on 2022 portfolios is less 
than in 2021.

52%
57%

66%

59%

73%

58%

51%

32%

% of Portfolio Canceled

Jan-21

% of Portfolio Postponed

May-21 Oct-21 Jan-22

Extent of Impact on 2022 Event Portfolio
Average Gross Revenue 

Loss Due  to 
Postponements/Cancell

ations  On a Per 
Organizer Basis

47
%

January  
2021

50
%

May
2021

54
%

October  
2021

31
%

January  
2022

http://www.ceir.org/


Events are set to happen countrywide in 2022.

Florida  
29%

California  
17%

Texas
24%

Nevada  
26%

10%Colorado  
4%

Georgia
9%

Tennessee  
8%

Arizona  
7%

Massachusetts  
2%

Maryland  
5%

Ohio  
1%

New York  
9%

Pennsylvania  
6%

Michigan  
6%

New Jersey
1%

Washington  
2%

Minnesota
2%

Louisiana  
2%

New Mexico  
1%

North Carolina  
3%

South Carolina
2%

Missouri  
3%

Alaska  
1%

Hawaii  
1%

Illinois
Indiana3%

Kentucky
3%

Iowa  
1%

Kansas
1%

South Dakota  
1%

Virginia
1%

Regional
Scope
Participation

 National, 64%
 International, 63%
 Regional/multi-state, 28%
 Local/state, 21%

Washington, DC 4%



Hybrid Model though a majority 
will integrate digital, there  are 
shifts in how. More choose to do
nothing.

49%

37%

9%
14%

9%

18%

53%

29%

4% 5%

18%

40%

HAVE 1+ DIGITAL  
OPTIONS FOR LIVE, IN-

PERSON EVENT

Attendees can  
participate virtually or  

in-person

Already had a hybrid
model pre-COVID-19 a virtual event at a later  

time, following the live  
event

Will offer/have offered HAVE NONE, PHYSICAL
EVENT ONLY

Have a virtual event  
back-up to deploy in  

case unable to hold in-
person

Oct-21 Jan-22

www.ceir.
org

http://www.ceir.org/


Exhibitor brand/product
promotions/demos - 14%
On-demand pre-event  
keynotes/presentations - 13%
Sponsor brand/product demos, 12%  
Access to virtual exhibit booths - 12%
Live pre-event keynotes/presentations -
10%

Pre-Show –
31% vs. 42%

During Show –
40% vs. 50%

Live streaming of general sessions - 23%
On-demand/delayed access to education sessions -
21%
On-demand/delayed access to general sessions -
19%
Live streaming of education sessions - 17%  
Ability to participate, live, in session Q&A - 14%
Access to virtual exhibit booths - 11%
Ability to participate, live in networking/special  
activity participation - 8%
Live virtual host - 6%

Post-Show –
46% vs. 55%

On-demand access to education sessions - 37%  
On-demand access to general sessions - 25%  
Exhibitor brand/product promotions/demos - 16%  
Access to virtual exhibit booths - 14%
Sponsor, brand/product promotions/demos – 11%
Simulive Best of or Recast of Event Highlights - 10%
On-demand access to networking/special activity
recordings - 8%
Live Q&A following recorded session - 4%
Live virtual host - 4%

Live keynotes - 4%

None,  
physical  

event only  
40%

www.ceir.
org

      
digitally though
there’s pullback compared to October 2021.

Digital Content for Events Postponed, Scheduled as Is or Happened

http://www.ceir.org/


Participant Requirements for Postponed, Scheduled as Is or Events that Have Happened

Imposing  
Requirements, 87%

None, 7%

Face mask on show floor 47%

Face mask at all indoor, off show floor activities 45%

Accept health risk waiver whenregistering 49%

Show proof of vaccination 45%

Adhere to physical distancing guidelines while at theshow 25%

Answer a daily, short health-check survey via app, email or other
way

9%

Show proof of a negative testresult 23%

Temperature check 5%

Take a COVID test on-premise 3%

Wear a face mask at all outdoor show activities 2%

Safety requirements still a major focus for 2022.



Despite fewer attendees and 
exhibitors, only a  minority report 
satisfaction is lower than in 2019.

Attendee Satisfaction in 2022 
Compared to 2019

14% 29% 36%

Lower Same Higher

Exhibitor Satisfaction in 2022 
Compared to 2019

29% 7% 43%

Lower Same Higher



Lessons Learned at January 2022 Events

Challenges

• COVID mandates
• Keeping pace with changes in

requirements
• Enforcing compliance, pushback
• Logistics with sick staff, participants

• Late cancellations
• Communicating expectations

Successes

• Running the event!
• Attendance quality
• Exceeding revenue goal
• Managing expectations, “95% of  

exhibitors said event was better than  
expected”



Lessons Learned, Business Approach Adjustments Moving Forward
Safety First, 17%

• Following local/CDC
guidelines for the event

• Focus on safety, health of
all - participants, vendors,
staff

• Apply logical health
measures and move
forward

• Still work in separate  
offices/come in to work  
when necessary only

• Clear messaging in  
marketing and attendee  
communications that we  
are following CDC and  
venue guidelines

• Requiring proof of  
vaccination - for all/for  
vendors

• Staff must be vaccinated
in general/or to travel for
work

Be Agile, Flexible, 9%

• Be agile/flexible/nimble
• Understand how is aptto  

attend (their return to  
work directives)/work  
policies impacting ability  
to attend

• Listen to exhibitors to  
understand theirneeds

• Contingencies for
everything

• Adjusted booth space  
deposit timelines

• Additional options for  
international participation

• Adjusted attendee
registration fees

• Exhibitor contracts  
adjusted in case have to  
cancel

• Outgoing contracts  
adjusted in case have to  
cancel

Digital Lessons, 8%

• Shifting to digital/adding  
digital options (e.g.  
education)/increased  
digital products

• Price virtual components  
carefully, price higher/not  
enticing

• Hybrid event in general/or
offered at different time

• Add limited virtual  
components to in-person  
event

• All virtual now
• May stay virtual only  

forever
• Plan for successful in-

person event, thoughbe  
prepared to go virtual, if  
needed

• Held successful virtual  
events in 2020/2021

• Plan to go back to in-
person but can pivot back  
to virtual if needed

• Scaling back on virtual  
offerings

Timing Re-entry in  
Uncertain Times,7%

• Observe pent-up demand  
to come back to f2f  
events/people want to get  
back together

• Waiting to run an event  
until 2023

• Timing of event appears to
be between COVID spikes,
lucky for us (October)

• Anticipate lower  
attendance

• Unclear where everything  
will be by midyear

• Participant fear of  
Omicron stopped our  
event in its tracks

• Difficult to change  
attendee/exhibitor  
perceptions when cannot  
control the message

• We are going forward as  
planned

• Hope to add more events
in Q4

Revenue/Budget, 6%

• Lowered revenue budget
for 2022

• Conservative management  
of funds

• Lowered spendingfor  
2022 events

• Diversify revenue
• Leveraging partnershipto  

expand revenue  
opportunities

• Hoping to survive
• Minimize supplier costs  

for event and  
exhibitors/avoid long-term  
supplier contracts

• Eliminated some
association programs

• Grouping smaller events  
together to gain  
economics of larger events

www.ceir.
org

http://www.ceir.org/


Tourism Builds Thriving Communities

Source: Tourism Economics



Case Study
San Diego Travel Industry

Pre COVID



San Diego Travel Industry
Post COVID



Travel Confidence at Post-Pandemic High



Total Visitors

Visitorship has begun to normalize at the 
start of 2022, lead primarily by stronger day 
visitation from Southern California and a 
robust hotel/motel market.

Attraction attendance normalized in October 
2021 and has been holding steady since that 
month.



Travel Forecast as of February 2022



Travel Forecast as of February 2022



Questions

55
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